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Abstract

More than 20 years ago, Woods proposed a model that accounts for the inherent complexity faced by operators when managing abnormal and emergency situations in highly complex sociotechnical systems. The model was reviewed a decade later and only a few studies have applied it to aviation. This paper proposes adjustments to the original model, based on recent theoretical developments and empirical evidence on the anomaly management activity in aviation. The model was divided into five components; three of which – activity, types of reasoning involved, and resources – were revisited and further developed. The two other components – fault behaviour and unit of analysis – were not updated and only discussed in the aviation context. As a result, the revisited model descriptively clarifies how the activity of anomaly management emerges from the use of a wide repertoire of strategies, involving a spectrum of types of reasoning and a set of resources for action, which are not limited to those anticipated by designers, such as checklists and the warning system. An instantiation of the revisited model highlights the implications of false alarms, which trigger a cascade of disturbances that, in turn, requires adaptive strategies based on heuristics and analogies and supported by pilot's experience. The revisited model can support a more accurate analysis of anomalous situations and the redesign of work systems to achieve a better performance.
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1. Introduction

The dynamic fault management model proposed by Woods (1994) and Woods and Hollnagel (2006) supports the description of the inherent complexity that operators face when dealing with abnormal and emergency situations in complex sociotechnical systems, such as cockpits, space missions, nuclear plants, and anaesthetic management under surgery (Watts et al. 1996; Watts-Perotti and Woods 2007). The model, also known as the anomaly management, explains how operators make sense of the situation, diagnose and act under ambiguity and uncertainty while managing the ongoing process (Johannesen and Woods 1991).

According to the model, a fault can be perceived only through its consequences, or disturbances, because faults and symptoms rarely have clear cause-and-effect links. Indeed, disturbances impose additional cognitive demands on operators, who need to cope with them while maintaining the monitored process integrity (Christoffersen and Woods 2006).

Therefore, operators manage the situation based on three iterative and concurrent event-driven cognitive processes influenced by abductive reasoning: anomaly recognition and assessment, diagnosis, and responses or courses of action (Woods 1994; Watts et al. 1996). Based on these premises, the model criticizes modern alarm systems for their failure both to precisely diagnose the problem and to distinguish the important signals against a noisy background (Woods 1995). Also, the model proposes that there are some patterns that might hinder a proper situation management, such as the failure to re-assess the fault or biases that may affect attention control (De Keyser and Woods 1990; Woods and Sarter 2010).

Only a few studies, such as Singer and Dekker (2000) and Carim Jr. et al. (2016), have applied the original model to practical situations in aviation. Despite their contributions, none of them has discussed its theoretical suitability to aviation, even though Woods (1994) argued that he model is generic and is partially based on studies of commercial aircraft (e.g.,
Abbott 1991). Moreover, a review of the model by Woods and Hollnagel (2006) did not add new evidence or concepts, thus highlighting the need for an update.

This paper aims to revisit the dynamic fault management model for application in the aviation domain based on recent developments in the literature and on the previous study conducted by Carim Jr. et al. (2016). The model was revisited and adapted to aviation to answer two research questions (RQs): RQ1: What are the implications of recent theoretical developments for the dynamic fault management model? RQ2: How does the cockpit manage anomalies and emergencies?

The revisited model contributes to the cognitive systems engineering (CSE) literature, more specifically to a series of studies started by Hutchins (1995) and Hutchins and Klausen (1996) and followed by Henriqson et al. (2011), and Roth at al. (2014) under titles that begin ‘How a cockpit…’ These works have advanced cognitive studies in real-world situations by taking the cockpit as the unit of analysis and assuming that cognitive functions are distributed among material and social worlds.

We propose three adjustments to the original model. The first adjustment combines the three aforementioned cognitive processes proposed by Woods (1994) and describes how these can be operationalized through strategies. Based on Rasmussen and Jensen (1974), the cockpit is viewed as possessing a repertoire of strategies to address the variability of contextual factors based on the operator’s expertise and other resources. The second adjustment proposes that strategies are driven not only by abductive reasoning but also by a spectrum of reasoning types, ranging from heuristic and analogy (Klein 1993, 2015b; Kahneman and Frederick 2005) to abductive (Woods 1994) and analytical (Rasmussen 1993b). Lastly, the third adjustment recognizes that, when coping with anomalies, operators deploy more than just the checklists and do not rely exclusively on the warning system. This
adjustment is based on the ‘resources for action’ concept from Suchman (1985), further developed by Wright et al. (1996, 1998, 2000).

To highlight the changes made to the model and its applicability to aviation, a case originally reported by Carim Jr et al. (2016) was analysed. The findings from the case analysis provide insights into how the cockpit manages false alarms and which design changes could improve its performance.

The paper is organized into six sections. Following the introduction, section 2 presents the research design and its rationale. Section 3 decomposes the original model into five components and describes each one. Section 4 introduces the three adjustments made to the original model. Section 5 adapts the original model for aviation use and describes an instantiation. In section 6, the conclusion, limitations and suggestions for future studies are presented.

2. Research design

This study consisted of three steps. The first step aimed to delineate the model by organizing its components. This was necessary because the model was originally presented in two book chapters as a narrative with no explicit boundaries among the constructs (Woods 1994; Woods and Hollnagel 2006). The second step brought together theories from different areas and empirical evidence to improve the original model. Finally, an analysis was carried out of what the model looks like in aviation, based on a case study.

In Step 1, we decomposed the model according to five constructs: fault behaviour (construct 1), unit of analysis (construct 2); activity (construct 3), type of reasoning (construct 4), and resources (construct 5). Although the original model had a sixth construct (patterns of failure during the activity), it was excluded from the revisited model since the objective was
to develop a descriptive model rather than a normative reference (Vicente 1999) of what
should count as failure or success.

Two main studies were the core references to complete the first step: Woods (1994),
who first introduced the model, and Woods and Hollnagel (2006), who reviewed and
reorganized it. We also reviewed papers that explicitly addressed ‘anomaly management’,
dynamic fault management’ or one of the model’s components in the title, abstract or
content, and made contributions to the original model independent of their field or domain of
research (Table 1). These studies further clarified the constructs and their interactions, which
resulted in a model with clearer boundaries and relationships among them (Wartofsky 1979).

Table 1 The references used to describe the original model organised chronologically

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Contribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Woods (1984) Early results on experiments performed with nuclear plant operators on how they recognise, assess and use procedures to correct operational problems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Keyser et al. (1990) Describes the attentional control mechanism.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Johanne sen and Woods (1991) Discusses problems in the interaction and interface design of several intelligent fault management systems in a space mission control room that make it difficult for the operator to cope.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Potter (1994) Proposes temporal and functional displays to support anomaly management during the cascade of disturbances.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Woods (1994) First proposal of the model, describing the main constructs and calling it as dynamic fault management.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Watts et al. (1996) Discusses how the dynamic fault management activity is distributed among functionally distinct teams and how they cope very successfully with the demands imposed during this activity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Woods and Patterson (2000) Describes the technology-induced complexity and how it produces an escalation of cognitive and coordinative demands on operators.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Singer and Dekker (2000) Analyses pilots performance when dealing with anomalies according to four different warning systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Authors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Christoffersen and Woods (2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Woods and Hollnagel (2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Watts-Perotti and Woods (2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Christoffersen et al. (2007)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The second step consisted in reviewing the constructs based on recent advances in the literature and on empirical data. The studies were derived from a broad range of research areas, from cognitive system engineering, distributed cognition and diagnostic reasoning to naturalistic decision making, reasoning and thinking, and situated action. Empirical findings from the study conducted by Carim Jr. et al. (2016) also supported the theoretical changes. As a result, this step improved the model representation, feasibility and practicability (Stefanov 2012) by addressing issues not covered in the original proposal.

The study conducted by Carim Jr et al (2016) investigated, through cognitive ethnography (Hollan et al. 2000) and phenomenology (Cerbone 2012), how airline pilots for a specific aircraft model used fragments of different checklists contained in the Quick Reference Handbook (QRH) and additional resources for action to solve anomalies for which the checklist did not offer a complete solution. In the former, data were collected from the first author’s experiences as an airline pilot, during which he experienced five situations on five hundred and sixty-eight flights. In the latter, the critical decision method (CDM; Hoffman et al. 1998; Klein et al. 1989) and semi-structured interviews were used with twelve pilots, who shared fifteen stories involving in-flight technical faults that could not be solved by actioning the QRH. These interviews focused on the pilots’ perception of the usability of...
the warning system, QRH organization, checklist layout and typography. Secondary data from the company’s safety report database were used to support the findings from the shared stories.

The study confirmed that most of the situations faced by pilots are simple problems that are clearly addressed by the warning system and easily solved using the checklists contained in the QRH. However, occasions such as false alarms, multiple messages and faults that occur repeatedly in a sequence of flights are not fully comprehensible or anticipated by procedures. These ill-structured problems are far more complicated than procedures can anticipate and force pilots to improvise strategies to address them. In turn, these strategies are supported by different resources for action, ranging from fragments of the QRH checklists and documents designed for other purposes to previous experience, rules of thumb and stories informally shared by pilots.

The third step expands and conducts an in-depth analysis of a case study that was originally (and briefly) presented by Carim Jr. et al. (2016). The objective was to highlight the differences between the original model and an instantiation, aiming to improve its representational and inferential features in the aviation domain (Stefanov 2012). In particular, the analysis enabled the representation of what a cascade of disturbances looks like inside a cockpit, how the cockpit should be delimited as the unit of analysis and how the cockpit uses adaptative strategies driven by different types of reasoning and supported by resources for action to cope with a problem outside of the scope of procedures.

3. Dynamic fault management: the original model

3.1. Construct 1: Cascade of disturbances (fault behaviour)

Some faults in monitored processes should be regarded as malfunctions or anomalous behaviour of important components and systems that may evolve over time (Woods 1995;
Christoffersen and Woods 2006). These faults disturb the system in a non-linear way, affecting other processes, parts, sensors and indications. Under these circumstances, symptoms, which are generally represented by indicators, cannot be traced back to a single fault, making it difficult to precisely diagnose the root cause(s) (Christoffersen et al. 2007).

Disturbance is a concept used throughout the original model to refer to changes in the process that are not directly linked to symptoms or causes. Woods (1994, p. 71) defined it as ‘abnormal conditions or malfunctions where the actual process state deviates from the desired function for a relevant operating context’.

Because the functions in a monitored process are interconnected, most faults, even single ones, promote a time-dependent cascade of disturbances while the fault develops or even after it has ceased to do so (Potter 1994). The situation becomes more complicated when automatic systems and operational personnel intervene to counter the disturbances and to maintain core goals, such as safety, integrity, or fault correction. Ultimately, the cascade of disturbances might be a mix of influences produced by both the fault itself and the intervention(s), thus masking the symptomatic indications (Woods and Hollnagel 2006).

The situation might be worsened either by the advent of multiple faults or when a single fault affects different parts of the system or other systems, such as electrical controllers and sensors (Potter 1994). In the first scenario, the operator may not have a clear cue about whether the faults are interrelated or independent, since the disturbances and symptoms are mixed. In the second scenario, the disturbance may escalate rapidly, triggering so many lights and messages that the alarm system might resemble a ‘Christmas tree’ (Woods 1995).

### 3.2. Construct 2: Joint cognitive system (unit of analysis)

Since the beginning, the dynamic fault management model has recognized the unit of analysis is neither the operator nor the technology but the joint cognitive system (JCS) that
emerges from the interaction between them (Hollnagel and Woods 2005). Woods (1994) argued that managing dynamic faults is about cognitive systems since the emergent properties of the activity cannot be reduced to its elements.

According to Hollan et al. (2000), instead of merely processing information, a JCS manipulates the symbols and uses knowledge about itself and the social and material world as a guide for achieving its objective. The environment also plays an important role in the JCS performance and is defined as everything outside the direct control of the system’s agents, but influences the cognitive system behaviour (Hollnagel and Woods 2005).

From the dynamic fault management standpoint, studies from Watts et al. (1996), Patterson et al. (1998), Patterson and Woods (2001) and Watts-Perotti and Woods (2007) have defined the mission control centre as the JCS and, thus, as the unit of analysis during space shuttle missions. The boundaries were drawn around multilevel set of teams, real-time telemetry data downlinked from the shuttle subsystems and procedures for certain distinctive situations. The reason is these elements contain and coordinate information, knowledge, strategies and priorities needed to manage technical problems that arise in the launch, orbit and re-entry phases.

### 3.3. Construct 3: three interwoven cognitive processes (activity)

Based on Neisser’s perceptual cycle, Woods (1994) proposed that operators perform three cognitive processes that mutually influence each other and might occur simultaneously to address more complicated faults. The processes are as follows: (a) anomaly recognition and assessment, (b) diagnosis of the cause, and (c) planning and executing a course of action (Fig. 1).

These three processes describe how operators make initial assessments, create expectations, provide explanations, act based on partial and uncertain data, and constantly
revise their hypothesis as new evidence and symptoms emerge. Rather than distinct sequential steps, they are interwoven, with one process occurring concurrently with others depending on the goal, the local constraints and the demands posed by the context (Christoffersen and Woods 2006; Woods and Hollnagel 2006).

### 3.3.1 Construct 3: recognizing and assessing anomalies

According to Woods (1995), operational settings are a mixture of relevant elements and noise. Many different objects, events and activities are embedded in the monitored process, leading operators to constantly shift their attention across elements, ongoing activities, plans and goals (Woods and Sarter 2010). Unlike traditional models of diagnosis, the dynamic fault management frames fault identification as the identification of events through the attention control process, violations of expectations, and re-assessment (Woods 1995; Christoffersen and Woods 2006).

Experts are highly sensitive to meaningful events because they are constantly making sense of raw data, system status and the physical environment (Christoffersen and Woods 2003; Woods and Sarter 2010). Instead of merely reading the data spread over different gauges and displays, operators gather them together to build events, which are meaningful changes in the process parameters. What counts as an event depends on data behaviour in a temporal interval, on data availability, operators’ knowledge and expectations, and on the past and the future (Christoffersen et al. 2007). All these factors might be interpreted differently by different operators in different operational contexts. An event that is desirable in one context may be perceived as undesirable in another (Christoffersen and Woods 2006).

The control of attention helps operators to constantly shift attention to explore and track the world for relevant changes, or even the lack of them, based on goals, plans and activities (Christoffersen et al. 2007). The perceived anomaly is thus the result of a mismatch...
between what is observed and what is expected, which is known as the violation of expectation (Christoffersen and Woods 2003). Both the control of attention and the violation of expectation are mechanisms that avoid data overload (Woods and Sarter 2010).

Another feature that differentiates the anomaly management from traditional diagnostic models is the role played by re-assessments. The initial explanation of the fault can be either correct or plausible given the evidence available at that point. As the situation unfolds and new disturbances and evidence emerge, operators re-assess the situation, develop another explanation for the problem and re-plan their actions many times as necessary (Woods 1994).

3.3.2. Construct 3: planning and implementing a course of action

Woods (1994) argued that operators deploy three typical courses of action when managing dynamic faults. Therapeutic interventions aim either to mitigate, cope with symptoms and disturbances or to break the disturbance propagation path. Under typical circumstances of critical faults and time pressure, the objective is to counteract the consequences instead of seeking explanations for what caused the disturbances.

The second course of action, regarded as diagnostic responses, attempts to generate more information about the nature and the source of the fault. The aim is to verify or confirm the initial hypothesis commonly performed through tests of the faulty component (Singer and Dekker 2000). Sometimes, the therapeutic intervention ends up producing more evidence about the source of the fault and, thus, acting as a diagnostic response (Watts et al. 1996).

One common pathway of this course of action is to verify the control influence currently acting or acted before the disturbance occurred, regardless whether was human or automatic system intervention (Woods and Hollnagel 2006).
Finally, actions intended to terminate the source of the fault require an operator’s deep knowledge of the causes and the nature of the fault and solving the fault itself and include such fault messages or components or systems that are automatically disabled by the monitored process (Woods, 1994). This approach includes both cleaning up the after-effects of the failure, when symptoms persist even after the source of the fault has been terminated (Christoffersen and Woods 2003).

3.3.3. Construct 3: diagnosis

Woods and Hollnagel (2006) defined diagnosis as the ability of the cognitive system to generate plausible hypotheses that might account for and explain most of the evidence. In addition to and at the same time as generating hypotheses, this process begins a knowledge-driven search to evaluate the adequacy of those possible explanations. Rather than being immutable, a hypothesis shifts according to the context, new evidence, and post-action monitored process behaviour. The definition also emphasizes the active role of the diagnostic process, driving the search for additional evidence to assess and re-assess the nature of the failure.

Multiple faults, multiple messages and multiple disturbances are likely to occur in highly tight-couple monitored processes. These situations may complicate the hypothesis generation and the revision of assessments because they can produce numerous varieties of disturbances (Woods 1994). Eventually, the assessment may suggest a single fault even when the disturbance arises out of multiple faults. The opposite is also true: multiple disturbances may represent the consequences of a single fault.
3.4 Construct 4: abductive reasoning (type of reasoning)

Originally, Woods (1994) proposed abduction as the prevalent reasoning in anomaly management. Reasoning, in this sense, is defined as the nature of the systematic manipulation of mental representations to achieve a desired goal (Holyoak and Morrison 2005). This characterization was particularly important for operators who must draw inferences from a representation under uncertainty and unexpected process behaviours.

Abduction is an attempt to explain facts for which we already have a hypothesis and then to test that hypothesis against a set of available evidence (Burks 1946; Råholm 2010). This type of thinking differs from deductive and inductive reasoning because it implies the search for a more suitable explanation that covers most of the relevant evidence at hand, and not all of them. Furthermore, it is the only mode of inference able to introduce a new idea (Upshur 1997; Peirce and Turrisi 1997).

Instead of static and linear thinking, abductive reasoning involves a dynamic and constant re-evaluation as the situation unfolds and new evidence emerges. The search for a reasonable explanation is a continuum along the activity (Woods 1994). Multiple hypotheses are proposed and discarded as long as the context presents new evidence, the disturbance evolves, and the operator interacts with the faulty process (Woods and Hollnagel 2006).

3.5. Construct 5: functions of a warning system (resources)

Woods (1995) noted that alarm and warning systems should be viewed as representative aiding devices that attempt to support the human attention control and the violation of expectations in two ways. First, it discriminates abnormal conditions among important features, supporting the attention control. Second, it draws attention to an imminent danger, aiding the violation of expectation. However, according to Woods (ibid.), most systems rarely accomplish these functions and fail to effectively re-direct attention to meaningful problems.
To overcome these problems and enhance the human ability to cope with anomalies, Woods (1994) suggested that warning systems should incorporate three functions. First, the representation function might help the operator distinguish anomalous behaviour from irrelevant cues by highlighting the temporally unfolding pattern of disturbance and separately representing the multiple factors that influence the disturbances over time (human intervention, automatic system response, another fault or faults). In this regard, Potter (1994) proposes displaying clear information about single and multiple faults and providing future system status, trends and meaningful information instead of raw data. Potter (ibid.) also suggests incorporating indications of whether the system goals have been met.

The second function, hypothesis generation, can support a better diagnosis by generating as many alternative hypotheses as possible given the evidence. It may also highlight the set of evidence covered by each candidate hypothesis (Potter 1994; Watts-Perotti and Woods 2007). The third function, the support actions, should aid the operator in the trade-off between acting under great uncertainty or waiting for more evidence even in the face of undesirable consequences (Woods et al. 1994; Singer and Dekker 2000).

4. Proposed adjustments to the original model

4.1. construct 3: repertoire of strategies (activity)

Woods (1994) and Woods and Hollnagel (2006) did not make clear how the three cognitive processes — anomaly recognition, diagnosis and course of action — relate to practices used by operators in real-world situations except for their responses. To address this gap, in line with Rasmussen (1993a) and Rasmussen and Jensen (1974), we argue that strategies are proxies of cognitive processes.

By strategy, we mean the possible patterns into which the JCS organizes the three cognitive processes according to the type of reasoning involved, the resources available and
the goal. These strategies are created, learned, stored and retrieved according to the familiarity with the situation, the viability of the strategy and the availability of resources to implement the strategy. As long as the JCS is exposed to many different situations, it embodies numerous strategies to cope with the contextual factors (Rasmussen 1993a), thus increasing its ability to cope with a wide variety of circumstances. For this reason, we propose to use the concept ‘repertoire of strategies’ to address all possible strategies that a JCS may deploy based on the situation. Fig. 2 presents a graphical representation of this concept.

These strategies can shift many times during the activity because (Rasmussen 1993b; Rasmussen and Jensen 1974) the cues indicate so; each strategy requires different time, tools, procedures, information and previous knowledge; the goal changes as the situation unfolds; and operators need to circumvent local difficulties. The basic rule is that a JCS begins with simple and effortless strategies and evolves to more intricate and effortful ones as long as the response does not produce desirable effects (Rasmussen 1993a). If the situation is completely new and the strategies that have been tried cannot solve the problem, the JCS might create a new strategy that, depending on the outcome, will be stored in the repertoire of strategies for future use. Hence, the more a JCS is exposed to abnormal and emergency situations, the richer its repertoire of strategies is, and the more expert the practitioner becomes (Dreyfus and Dreyfus 1986, 2005).

Carim Jr. et al. (2016) described the cognitive processes through strategies employed by the cockpit to cope with anomalies. In one of the examples reported, an aural alarm and warning system fault message indicated that the passenger front door had opened during the flight and triggered a set of actions by the crew. Since the alarm indicated a critical situation (assessment), the pilot in command immediately turned the seat-belt signs on and checked the cabin pressurization status (therapeutic response) before diagnosing or retrieving any
checklist. These actions, recorded as the strategy of acting before retrieving a checklist, indicated that the assessment related the alarm to a possible pressurization problem, and the response aimed to bring everyone, including the flight attendants, to their seats in case the situation evolved into depressurization and they needed oxygen masks.

Later, after checklist completion, which implied performing some tests (diagnostic responses), the evidence suggested that a false alarm had occurred (assessment), and the pilots diagnosed the cause as a fault in the door lock sensor (diagnosis); all of these actions can be framed as a second strategy. Even after this, the pilots deployed a third strategy: an early descent for landing at the destination airport (therapeutic response) to reduce the likelihood of a depressurization, even though an early descent consumes more fuel. In addition, they continued to monitor the system status and followed up by checking the situation more thoroughly after they were on the ground.

4.2. Construct 4: spectrum of reasoning (types of reasoning)

Whereas abductive reasoning prevailed in the original model, we propose to include a spectrum of reasoning types, ranging from the effortless, rapid cognitive process to slower, more in-depth thinking. Thus, in addition to abduction, heuristic, analogy and analytical reasoning may be prevalent in some strategies.

Carim Jr. et al. (2016) found evidence that the JCS also employs strategies requiring more analytical thinking whenever the situation is unfamiliar, does not impose imminent risk or time pressure, the fault is complicated but expected, and the performed action fails to solve the problem. This is consistent with the predictions from Rasmussen (1993a).

In general, analytical reasoning requires the use of formal textbooks and decision-tree methods (Rasmussen 1993b), such as the QRH and the checklist, and it is especially useful for multiple fault conditions (Carim Jr. et al. 2016). In such situations, the first thing pilots
tend to do is to relate the disturbances to a common cause and to use checklists and other manuals to perform tests over the faulty system. If the test fails to point out a single root cause, then pilots tend to link each disturbance to a specific root cause and assume that multiple unrelated faults occurred simultaneously. Both hypotheses are based on analytical thinking, in which the problem is decomposed into small units of analysis and tests are performed (Rasmussen and Jensen 1974).

Furthermore, Carim Jr. et al. (2016) found that pilots deferred to their expertise under uncertainty, especially for problems laying out of the QRH, checklist and training scopes. Pilots acted rapidly and with very little conscious efforts by either using simple and generic rules or making comparisons to prototypical situations. Carim Jr et al. (ibid.) reported that some pilots incorporated the simple rule of turning the seat-belt signs on whenever the perceived problem could impact cabin pressurization, even though the sign is formally used to advise the cabin crew of turbulence and an imminent take-off or landing. According to the study, one of the interviewees learned this strategy from his flight instructor during his initial training with the airline and has been using it even since.

In another example, the study (Carim Jr et al. 2016) describes some strategies based on comparisons to past experiences and shared stories. While on the final approach to landing at an airport with a short runway surrounded by complex geography, a crew faced two fault messages when the landing gear was lowered. The messages initially indicated that the brakes on both sides could have failed, but seconds later, the messages disappeared. Although the crew was not sure whether the problem was real or a false alarm, they decided to divert because the pilot in command remembered a story shared by a colleague who had been through the same situation and decided to land. His colleague had noticed that the brakes were not working properly only during the landing roll, which was not a problem because they had just landed on a very long runway. Although the airplane was diverted, the crew did
not notice any anomaly with the brakes during the landing, suggesting that the fault messages were false.

Many studies from different fields have incorporated elements of heuristic, bias, intuition and analogy to explain how practitioners use their expertise and experience to quickly resolve situations in the field settings despite high uncertainty (Klein et al. 1986, 1989; Rasmussen et al. 1990; Rasmussen 1993b; Klein 1993; Patel et al. 1994; Rajkomar and Dhaliwal 2011). Dual-process theories are now widely accepted and distinguish quick, effortless cognitive processes from slower, rule-oriented ones (Kahneman and Frederick 2005). They explain that people make intuitive judgment about problems in familiar but critical contexts. Sometimes they seem to know how to act even before any kind of diagnosis takes place (Kahneman and Klein 2009). At other times, they make plausible inferences about the current situation based on elements linked to a representation of the situation (Holyoak 2005). It is the ability to make rapid judgments though heuristics and analogies that differentiate experts from novices, in which the former have a richer repertoire developed along years of deliberate practice (Dreyfus and Dreyfus 2005).

More specifically, the recognition-primed model (Klein et al. 1988, 2010) recognises how people defer to their expertise and heuristic to make good decisions in applied settings (Klein 2015a, b). This fast thinking process occurs through three common paths (Klein 2009). The first path is the ability to assess if the situation is functionally similar to a prototype, a typical or representative case and generate a reasonable single course of action from a repertoire of patterns. The second path is the ability to create coherent stories from a set of evidence, tailored using heuristics, to diagnose system malfunctions and equipment anomalous behaviours. The third path recognises that operators use mental simulation to predict the process and consequences to carry out one course of action at a time. If the
simulation identifies any problem with one option, they may adjust the course of action or switch to another plausible one.

As argued by Rasmussen (1993a), troubleshooting involves a repertoire of strategies directed by different types of reasoning, depending on the operator’s familiarity with the situation, previous experience and time spent on the activity. The more time the operator takes to resolve the fault, the less familiarity and less experience with the situation, the more abductive, analytical and time consuming the strategy is (Rasmussen and Jensen 1974; Rasmussen 1993a). However, the operator tends to use strategies based on heuristic and analogy under familiar and non-time-constrained contexts.

4.3. Construct 5: a variety of resources for action (resources)

Originally, the dynamic fault management model discussed only how warning systems should support operators assessing the problem, diagnosing the cause, and planning and implementing a course of action. However, Carim Jr. et al. (2016) found that pilots employ a broader set of resources to cope with problems than just the warning system, checklists or QRH.

According to Fields et al. (1997), resources for action (RfAs) are characterized as abstract information structures activated by the situation feature that constrain or determine the course of action. When applied to abnormal and emergency situations, for example, different fragments of procedures and checklists support the course of action in interwoven ways (Wright et al. 1998) so that operators can either cope with or avoid unanticipated demands (Suchman 1985).

The empirical evidence from Carim Jr. et al. (2016) suggests that more than RfAs, procedures and checklists are useful for the entire activity because they constrain and guide not only the action but also the cognitive processes involved in assessing and diagnosing the
fault. Reading a fragment of the checklist to understand its objective and assumptions (De Brito, 2002), for example, is a way to gather more information about the fault, especially when it is unclear, unfamiliar, or unexpected. Another example is to use procedures to aid the diagnosis. When a pilot uses a fragment of a checklist merely to perform a system reset, even knowing that the system will not be restored, s/he intends to understand the precise circumstances in which the system failed instead of trying to recover it.

The concept of resources encompasses the QRH, procedures and checklists, and any source of information required to accomplish the activity goal and support a strategy (McCarthy et al. 1998; Wright et al. 1998, 2000; Wright and McCarthy 2003). Considering that cockpits have extensive social and technical resources, Carim Jr. et al. (2016) highlighted how pilots employ different resources available to them at the time to provide complementary information and courses of action that are not contained in the QRH. The more ill-structured the fault is, the more resources are employed.

The resources shown in Table 2 can be merged into four types: (1) documents, (2) representation technologies, (3) previous experience, and (4) social. Each of these categories plays an important role in the activity according to the locally presented contextual factor. For example, a set of faults regularly identified by the warning system is likely to be a false alarm. Knowing this, pilots generally skim the Technical Logbook (TLB; document) for any reports of faults that occurred in the past few days as soon as they arrive at the cockpit. They look for situations that occurred more than once, were resolved by resetting the system or by postponing maintenance actions. The aim is for the pilots to prepare themselves for future problems and avoid surprises. The crew also knows that most of the checklists (document) contain groups of actions intended to reset the system or a component of it, which means deactivating and then re-activating it after a while. These actions normally avoid shutting down the system or deactivating its components until the flight finishes.
Table 2 Description of the main categories of resources adapted from Carim Jr et al. (2016)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resources for action (RfAs)</th>
<th>Relevance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. QRH and the checklist(s)</td>
<td>Helps pilots to elucidate and solve well-structured problems, such as single fault messages and a group of fault messages with an indication of the root cause.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Fragment of the checklist</td>
<td>Provides more information about the conditions for the fault occurrence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1. Description of the failure</td>
<td>Helps pilots to gather more information about the system and eventually re-establish the faulty system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2. Action or questions to verify the extent of the fault or to reset the system</td>
<td>Useful for faults that compromises the aircraft ability to stop on the runway or that requires a specific landing configuration (flaps, slats and speed).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Fragment of the checklist</td>
<td>Advises about additional faults derived from a main fault or the actions performed to contain that fault. Especially useful for multiple faults.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3. Landing configuration and performance calculation</td>
<td>Advises when it is secure to shut down or decouple the system and the consequences of that action.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.4. Inoperative items list</td>
<td>Alerts pilots to a problem and its severity or for a mere change in system status.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5. Secure the system (uncouple or turn off) or Critical actions to minimize the consequences of the failure</td>
<td>Used as a reference to decisions made in similar situations, regardless of whether the situation was personal or shared by a colleague.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Warning system</td>
<td>Dynamically displays all aircraft systems, operation, status and components faults.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. System Synoptic Page</td>
<td>Whether a maintenance technician or the troubleshooting team is available at the maintenance control centre (MCC), helps assess, diagnose and act on faults either not covered by the QRH or for which the QRH cannot solve.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Past Experience</td>
<td>Because all faults and maintenance actions performed in the aircraft in the last two days are recorded in the TLB, it provides an overview of the aircraft’s faults and what fault might appear next.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Maintenance Personnel</td>
<td>Useful to provide more information about the fault and whether the aircraft, after landing, can take-off again before receiving major maintenance actions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Technical Logbook (TLB)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Minimum Equipment List (MEL)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

More specifically, RfAs should better support anomaly recognition, fault diagnosis and response. As suggested by Woods (1994), anomaly recognition can be improved by resources that draw attention to a real problem against a noisy background and provide meaningful information about the disturbance, the fault and the system status (Christoffersen et al. 2007; Wright et al. 1996).

The diagnostic process can then be enhanced by warning systems that broaden the set of possible hypotheses for the disturbances and faults (Woods 1994). However, the findings of Carim Jr. et al. (2016) reveal that pilots seem to use fragments of different checklists, minimum equipment lists (MEL), previous experience and contacts with the maintenance...
control centre (MCC) and local maintenance engineers in an attempt to diagnose and cope
with ill-structured problems. These resources were valuable during avalanches of messages
and false alarms (Woods 1995), particularly the MCC, which has access to the entire history
of faults for any given aircraft, and the experienced engineers who have additional
knowledge not described in the manuals. Carim Jr. et al. (2016) also noticed that the QRH
and the synoptic page were used together to build a new course of action based mostly on a
trial-and-error approach and as a means to gather more data about the problem.

Finally, Rasmussen and Jensen (1974) and Rasmussen (1993b) suggested that some
RfAs are better suited to support some types of reasoning involved in anomaly management
than others. Analytical thinking, for example, is better supported by procedures and
checklists, while resources that present ready-to-be-used information can enhance heuristics,
such as rules of thumb and informal training. Additionally, stories shared informally by
colleagues and past experiences, whether or not in the same company, aircraft model or role,
contributed to strategies based on the analogical reasoning (Carim Jr. et al. 2016).

4.4. Contrasting the models

A comparison between the original and the revisited model is shown in Table 3. The
revisited model is based on empirical evidence highlighting cognitive demands imposed by
the cascade of disturbance on operators, how the JCS uses the repertoire of strategies based
on different reasoning types to cope with the problem, and how these strategies are supported
by a variety of resources for action. As argued by Rasmussen (1993b), and described by
Carim Jr. et al. (2016), the strategies and resources are intimately related in the sense that the
resources constrain the strategies, and the strategies need to be put into practice through
RfAs.
Table 3 Comparison between the original and the revisited model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Original Model</th>
<th>Revisited Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) Fault behaviour</td>
<td>Faults as dynamic events that produce a cascade of disturbances.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Unit of Analysis</td>
<td>JCS, emphasising interactions between technological, human, and organizational agents.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Activity</td>
<td>Anomaly assessment, diagnosis, course of action.</td>
<td>A wide repertoire of strategies operationalizes anomaly assessment, diagnosis, course of action.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) Type of Reasoning</td>
<td>Abductive reasoning.</td>
<td>Spectrum of reasoning types, from heuristic and analogical to abductive and analytical.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5) Resources</td>
<td>Functions of the warning system.</td>
<td>A variety of resources for action (RfAs), including procedures, documents, systems diagrams, warning system, past experiences and social.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Using the concept of strategy, we operationalized the three cognitive processes proposed by Woods (1994), which was not clear in the original model, The revised model also argues that the JCS has a pool of strategies influenced by many factors, including the available RfAs. The assessment, diagnosis and course of action, encompassed as strategies, are also operationalized through different types of reasoning according to the nature of the disturbances.

Finally, more than the warning system and the QRH, pilots employed a variety of RfAs to support their anomaly assessment, diagnosis and course of action. Procedures, fragments of the checklist, documents, system diagrams, maintenance personnel and past experiences helped pilots cope with the demands imposed by ill-defined problems. Most of these resources were not designed to help them cope with faults but were opportunistically used with purpose.

5. Applying the revisited dynamic fault management model to cockpits

5.1. Description of the case

In one of the events identified by Carim Jr et al. (2016), pilots faced a critical situation immediately after departure. During the climb, the warning system displayed several
visual and aural alarms in a sequence. The system indicated fire in both engines, the auxiliary power unit (APU), both cargo compartments (the sensors can only detect smoke) and the two lavatories (the smoke detectors; **construct 1, fault behavior**). As an immediate reaction, the first officer reached the QRH to read the checklist, but the pilot in command did not permit him to do so, because he was certain the situation was a false alarm.

Despite the assessment of a false alarm, the pilots managed the situation as if it was real, except for the checklist and QRH that were not used. They issued a mayday call and requested an immediate return to the departure airport under visual references and the support of fire fighters and ambulance once they had stopped on the runway. They also briefed the cabin crew, requested them to follow the procedures for an emergency landing and addressed the situation with the passengers. The landing was uneventful and, as soon as the airplane had stopped on the runway, fire trucks approached it and visually inspected for any signs of fire. Since nothing was found, the aircraft was released, proceeded to the gate and the passenger disembarked as normal.

**5.2. Analysis**

The **unit of analysis (construct 2)** in this case was the joint cognitive system involving the cockpit and its functional and structural boundaries (Hutchins 1995; Hutchins and Klausen 1996; Henriqson et al. 2011; Roth et al. 2014; Soo et al. 2016). These boundaries encompass everything that helps pilots to cope with the fault and is located both inside the physical cockpit, including the procedures, warning systems and controller, and outside, such as the cabin crew and passengers, air traffic control and the company’s support centre (Carim Jr et al. 2016). The interactions between these elements correspond to the functional boundaries (Hollnagel and Woods 1999).
Among the artefacts available, the aircraft warning system and the abnormal and emergency checklists played important roles in this situation (construct 5; resource). The warning system has more than two thousand fault messages categorized in different levels of risk based on a fault-tree analysis (Heymann et al. 2007). Its sensitiveness attempts to balance the risk of triggering alarms all the time, including false alarms (Bliss and Gilson 1998; Bliss et al. 1999; Bliss and Dunn 2000), and detecting a situation before it becomes irreversible (Papastavrou and Lehto 1996; Woods 2015). In the event of multiple faults, the system indicates the root cause(s), which is often related to electrical system malfunctions (Carim Jr et al. 2016).

According to their procedures, pilots should retrieve the checklist available in the QRH corresponding to the fault message, or messages in the case of multiple faults (Degani and Wiener 1990, 1994, 1997; De Brito 2002). The objective is to stabilise the fault propagation, recover the faulty system or component and to continue the flight with the inoperative system or component (Degani et al. 2005).

According to the pilot in command, who had more than 10,000 hours in command and had flown most of the commercial airplanes models available in the market, assessing whether the situation was or not a false alarm was the first and only strategy he could think of, particularly because similar occasions had occurred in the past (construct 3, activity). He recalled that the displayed fault messages were identical to those displayed during the fire detection system integrity check, except the fire indication in the lavatory. He also remembered a story shared by a colleague, who had been through a similar false alarm, in that case, however, the airplane had been on the ground. And this was important because reinforced his assessment, signalling a real possibility of false alarm with the fire detection system.
The pilot in command also identified other pieces of evidence that supported his perception (*construct 3, activity*): (a) it is highly unlikely that fire and smoke will appear simultaneously in different systems that are only loosely coupled; (b) there was no visual indication of fire, smoke or smell, neither inside the cockpit nor reported by flight attendants or passengers; and (c) there was no report in the technical logbook that related similar problems in the past or any indications suggesting that a fire would commence, especially in the engines and APU.

The fire checklist contained in the QRH was not even considered as an option (*construct 5; resources*). The pilot in command argued that the checklist does not consider false alarm scenarios. Thus, reading the fire checklist would have not provided any new evidence. Eventually, it would have led to shutting down the engines and APU. In constrast, the first officer considered using the fire checklists both to avoid “violating” the company’s procedures and in the hope of finding useful information.

While the rapid diagnostic of a malfunction in the fire detection system test occurred through the comparison among the present scenario, the typical features of the fire detection system test and the story shared by a colleague, the rapid assessment of the situation as a false alarm was predominantly based on simple heuristics. In addition, heuristics were responsible for supporting the pilot’s decision to disregard the checklists and the QRH (*construct 4, types of reasoning*).

The strategy of managing the false alarm as through it was real (*construct 3, activity*), except for the critical and irreversible actions, meant requesting to the air traffic controllers assistance services upon arrival, avoiding shutting down the engines and APU and avoiding discharging the fire extinguisher bottles and landing as soon as possible. According to the pilot in command, the fastest way to return to the airport and land was to request a visual approach to the only one of the four runways not surrounded by mountains.
The pilots also acknowledge that this strategy was necessary, because they are accountable for the flight regardless of the outcome. If they had disregarded the warning system there had been an undesired outcome, even one not directly related to the situation, such as the death of a passenger after a burst tyre or bird strike, they would have been blamed and sued for negligent and reckless behaviour. Additionally, they argued, the fire detection was potentially compromised, which reduces the system’s ability to detect fire and smoke in the relevant parts and requires an immediate landing. All these considerations make it explicit that operators not only simulate the practical consequences of situation management but also the ethical ones (construct 4, types of reasoning).

In regards to the resource employed (construct 5, resources), the pilot in command’s large experience was built on knowledge, stories and prototypical situations accumulated through years of practice. His knowledge on the airport and surrounding geography was formed along decades, flying to and from this particular airport. Similarly, his familiarity with the fire checklist content and a prototypical situation of a fire alarm system test come from the recurrent simulator training on fire emergencies and the routine of performing the test every first flight of the day. On the other hand, the story about a similar situation shared by a colleague occurred informally when both met in an airport.

In sum, the case study highlighted the difference between the original model and an instantiation of the revisited dynamic fault management model, that is graphically contrasted in a conceptual map presented in Fig 3. The analysis evidenced the lack of formal support for coping with false alarms and showed that pilots disregarded the checklists and used their experience to employ adaptative strategies that are neither taught nor developed in training. The heuristics, prototypical situations and knowledge involved in the adaptative strategies may help designers reconceptualise the warning system and the checklist to reduce false alarms and support the crew in coping with those problems, respectively.
6. Conclusion

This paper aimed to revisit the dynamic fault management model for aviation applications and proposed two questions. RQ1: What are the recent developments that contribute to the dynamic fault management model? RQ2: How does the cockpit manage anomalies and emergencies?

The first question was answered by updating three of the five components of the original model using concepts, models and theories derived from cognitive system theory, diagnostic reasoning, naturalistic decision making, reasoning and thinking, situated action and empirical evidence from aviation.

Answering the second question required an instantiation of the revisited model, in which a case was analysed. The case revealed that instead of using the checklist based on the messages presented by the warning system, the false alarm forced pilots to implement adaptative strategies based on heuristics and analogy and supported by their experience. Even though the case was successfully managed, the descriptive nature of the revisited model enabled insights into the anomaly management activity.

Although the empirical data were restricted to one study that researched pilots from a specific airline flying a particular aircraft model, the new model can be further developed through applications to other aircraft models and companies. Furthermore, the study did not assess the model validity, which future experiments conducted in simulators could do. The applicability of the model to contexts other than aviation, such as oil and gas, power plants and transport systems in general, is also a subject for future studies.
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**Figure captions**

**Fig. 1** The original representation of the three cognitive processes proposed by Woods (1994)

**Fig. 2** Representation of the strategies described by Carim Jr. et al. (2016) and based on Woods (1994)

**Fig. 3** Conceptual map of the original and revisited models
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Dear Dr Carsten and Dr Vanderhargen:

I am pleased to resubmit the original research article entitled “How the cockpit manages anomalies: Revisiting the dynamic fault management model for aviation” by me, Dr Guido Carim Junior (first author), A/Prof Tarcisio Abreu Saurin and Prof Sydney Dekker. We appreciate the reviewers’ comments and incorporated most of the suggestions, which we believe improved the paper quality and readability. All the changes are highlighted in yellow in the manuscript and on the following lines we address each comment.

1) **Reviewer #1:** “[The paper] discusses how cognitive and social structures are involved in analysis and decision-making including representation technologies, previous experience and social experiences such as shared stories. This concept is less easy to define in analytical terms but is well researched and described by other authors such as Klein, Lehrer and Kahneman. A little more reference to the powers of intuition (essentially split second decision making without thought) in unexpected events would have enhanced the paper...”.

   **Response:** We included references from Klein, Kahneman and Holyoak and further developed the section 4.2 (old section 4.4) “Construct 4: Spectrum of reasoning (types of reasoning)”. We also reviewed the theories available and decided to consider heuristics and analogy as part of intuition and not include Lehrer’s notion of gut feelings or emotion-driven intuition because our empirical data do not support them. This limitation was included in the conclusion.

2) **Reviewer #2:** “[...] just revising the DFMM, you've done very well, but for those ‘revision’ 4.2 falls short of the mark to really be a revision. And 4.1 is also not persuasive that it is really needed. However, the last 3 revisions are nicely argued and seem to be real contributions. But as far as explaining how a cockpit manages anomalies, I feel that you're missing a section which brings all the stuff about cockpits together. I'd really like to see a few case studies or reinterpretations of prior case studies of accidents or incidents where you show how your model provides real description and additional insight can be gained”. Then, reviewer #2 proposes “add Section 5: Applying the DFMM for Cockpits. Here's where I'd introduce section 4.2 - it isn't really a revision, so much as a specialization or specification when dealing with cockpits (or make a separate category of specializations after your revisions). If you decide to keep 4.1, then begin it the way you begin 4.3 by stating how it differs plainly from the original model in 3.1. I reread these sections a few times and was not convinced 4.1 was a real revision. If not a revision, but just a specialization for cockpits - then move to the new Section 5 (or make a separate category of specializations after your revisions)”.

   **Response:** We agree that sections 4.1 and 4.2 are specifications of the model when applied to aviation. Thus, we created the section 5 “Applying the revisited anomaly management model to cockpits” as suggested, where we present a real case (section 5.1), originally discussed by Carim Jr et al. (2016), and then analyse it (section 5.2). Both old sections 4.1 and 4.2 were substantially reduced and incorporated as parts of the analysis.
3) **Reviewer #2:** “The only other outstanding question I had was the change in reasoning to include both heuristic and analytic reasoning in addition to abductive. I'm a bit confused now, because when I think about all reasoning types, I think of different dimensions and one dimension runs from heuristic on one end to analytic on the other. And you could do abductive, inductive or deductive reasoning anywhere along the spectrum. So, I think it would be good to define your reasoning better.”

   **Response:** We agree and decided to review the definition of reasoning in section 3.7 “Construct 4: Abductive reasoning (type of reasoning)” and the definition of heuristics, analogy and analytical reasoning in section 4.2 “Revised Construct 4: Spectrum of reasoning (types of reasoning)”. We tried to make clear the model should account for heuristics, analogy and analytics in addition to abductive. We also defined them based on two dimensions, as suggested by Klein, Kahneman and Holyoak: speed of the logical manipulation and the conscious effort required. We decided not to include inductive and deductive reasoning because our empirical data do not support them.

4) **Reviewer #2:** “[...] decide if you really need to keep RfA as acronym you introduce it on Pg. 8, but then don't use it again until Page 26. I was completely lost when re-encountering it. Maybe just wait until page 26”.

   **Response:** We agree with the reviewer and the acronym was first introduced on page 22, section 4.3 “Revised Construct 5: A variety of resources for action (resources)”, when the resource for action theory is first introduced in the manuscript.

5) **Reviewer #2:** “I’d consider moving Table 3 forward to the beginning of Section 4”.

   **Response:** The table 3 is already in section 4. Even so, we revised the figures and tables to adequate to the reviewed text and decided to relocate Fig 1 at the end of section 5 (Fig 3).

6) **Reviewer #2:** “section 3.2 is very well known and could probably be shortened to be more inline with the lengths of the other sections”.

   **Response:** We agree and shortened the section. We tried to condense the description of a joint cognitive system and make explicit its relation to the anomaly management activity.

7) **Reviewer #2:** However, if you'd happily just propose a revision to the DFMM - then you can just remove a lot of the cockpit stuff and have a shorter, but still impactful paper.

   **Response:** We appreciate the comment. However, we still think the paper only makes sense if the reviewed dynamic fault management model is combined with application to aviation, particularly because of the context-dependent empirical data.

We still ensure this manuscript has not been published, is not under consideration for publication elsewhere and its content has been approved by the co-authors.

Thank you again for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Guido Carim Junior, PhD
Senior Lecturer, Griffith Aviation
Griffith University